Impressive Results for Promotional Test Notes!
The estimate on both notes was $600$650. The results were impressive, to
say the least. When including the Buyer’s Premium, the Rembrandt/Picasso
note sold for $1,830 and the Charles Darwin note brought $2,257.

Fig. 1, Note Printing Australia (NPA) Rembrandt/Picasso note, Lot 402,
IAG Sale 87 March 2018, image courtesy of IAG

T the International Auction Galleries (IAG) auction in March 2018,
a couple of rarely seen and unusual
polymer banknotes generated a lot of
interest.

featuring Picasso, Rembrandt and Christ
on the Lake of Galilee. With clear window
featuring paint brush and palette blue
OVD...No signatures. Interesting and very
rare. Unc.

Lot 402 (Fig. 1) was described as follows:

The second note, Lot 403 (Fig. 2) was
described as follows:

A

Note Printing Australia polymer test note
1973. No denomination...Unused design

Note Printing Australia $50 polymer test
note N/D...$50 Test Note Securency Guardian. Unused design featuring Charles
Darwin, with GUARDIAN along top, three
clear windows with assorted different
OVDs...No signatures. Interesting and
very rare. Unc.

Why are these notes produced?
These notes are created by parties
involved in the banknote production
industry to showcase their ability to
supply banknotes of superior quality,
durability and security. They are often
used to exhibit expertise and to include
and display new anti-counterfeiting
security features. There are many different groups that provide or supply these
notes. They include paper or polymer
substrate suppliers, banknote printers
and the manufacturers or providers of
banknote security devices. Australian
companies that have produced these
notes include Securency, CSIRO, Innovia
Security and Note Printing Australia.
Typically, these notes are displayed at
large international currency conferences where the only groups in attendance are banknote issuing authorities,
currency suppliers or central banks.
Most of these gatherings are not open to
the public, making most of the Promotional Notes scarce. In the industry, these
notes are also referred to as Advertis-

Fig. 3, NPA Don Bradman/MCG note, reverse

Fig. 2, NPA Charles Darwin note, Lot 403, IAG
Sale 87 March 2018, image courtesy of IAG

Fig. 4, NPA Don Bradman/MCG note, obverse

ing, House, Demonstration or Industry
Notes.
At the time of writing, my research
has uncovered 25 different Promotional
Test Notes involving Australian companies. If varieties are included and treated
as different notes, then there is a total
of 36 notes. One of the more interesting
Promotional Test Notes that I have come
across is one produced by Note Printing
Australia, featuring Don Bradman on
one side (Fig. 3) and the MCG (Fig. 4)
on the other.
The design of the Bradman note is quite
intricate and like the Charles Darwin
note shown in Fig.2, stunning to look at.
This Bradman note has attracted a lot
of interest when I have displayed it at
various Numismatic Shows around Australia. I know of only one other example
in private hands. Mick Vort-Ronald and
I have endeavoured to find out more about
this note, emailing both the Reserve Bank
(RBA) and NPA. The reply from NPA was
as follows:
“We can confirm that note shown in your
image is a test note produced by Note
Printing Australia to trial new technology
in the security printing industry. As you
would appreciate, these types of notes are
produced for use within the industry and
are not available to the general public.”
Any further information about these
Promotional Test Notes would be appreciated. Also, I am on the lookout to buy
some of them. If you have any of these
notes produced by CSIRO, Innovia
Security, Note Printing Australia or
Securency, please let me know. You can get
in touch with me via the Contact Form
on my website at www.collectablebank
notesaustralia.com.au, or send me an
email at collectablebanknotesaustralia
@gmail.com or phone me on 0412 243 843
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Good news for coin collectors around the world
OPA+, the leading new-issue stamp
online platform, is expanding into
the coin market.
WOPA+, the innovative and successful
e-commerce platform, which currently
allows thousands of stamp collectors
from over 100 countries to buy new issues
from dozens of major postal administrations around the world - on one site at
face value - is rapidly expanding into the
coin new-issue market.
This means that coin collectors anywhere in the world are able to buy new
coin issues on WOPA+ from all participating countries in one single purchase,
with one payment, in the currency of
their choice and directly from their
respective issuing authorities at the
official issue price, with no mark up from
intermediaries and therefore make substantial savings.
WOPA+ also offers a loyalty program
that allows its customers to collect points
to be used on future purchases.
Currently, WOPA+ offers the possibility
of ordering coins from 11 issuing authorities and expects to substantially
increase this number in the course of
2018 and beyond.
Glendon Martinez, Managing Director
of WOPA+, states: “At WOPA+ we are
committed to offer all coin collectors the
most convenient and effective way to

W

purchase new-issue coins from reputable
issuing authorities around the world. At
the same time we are offering all major
mints and central banks the possibility
to reach our ever-growing collector database with an efficient and tested website, which has recently been completely
revamped and is continuously improved,
to make the shopping experience even
better for our customers. We are devoting
all our energy and resources to reach
more and more collectors all over the
world. We are convinced that putting in
direct contact issuing authorities and
coin collectors is benefitting everyone.
E-commerce is one of the greatest business success stories of the 21st Century
and we are proud to participate in it,
thanks to cooperation with our customers
and issuing authorities worldwide.”
WOPA+ was founded in 2011 and has
expanded its offered products consistently
for the last seven years. It now has more
than 50,000 products on the site and
30,000 email subscribers.
WOPA+ aims to continue expanding
steadily and improving its offer, providing the best available service in terms
of quality, reliability, value and friendliness to its customers and to be a fair and
trustworthy business partner.
Visit the website: www.wopa-plus.com
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